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Abstract
Despite algorithmic advancements in the field of machine learning, a need for improvement in the infrastructure supporting
machine learning development and research has become increasingly apparent. Machine learning experiments usually
tend to be more ad-hoc in nature, and results are communicated most often in the form of a publication. Experimental
details are often omitted due to size or time constraints, or simply because the complexity in terms of technical setup
or parametrization became intractable. Even access to code bases, disregard important properties of the environment and
experimental setup, like for example random generators or computing infrastructure. At the same time, tracking and
communicating an often inherently exploratory scientific process is a task with considerable effort. We explored different
venues to tackle these issues from a data science engineering point of view. The efforts resulted in PyPads, a framework
providing an infrastructure to extend experimental setups with logging, communication and analysis features in a mostly
non-intrusive way. PyPads can be extended to different Python-based frameworks, utilizing community driven, descriptive
metadata in an effort to harmonize library specific logs in an ontology. Meanwhile, we also try to emphasize similarities
to practices in software engineering, which have turned out to be essential in practical applications.

Keywords Machine Learning · Reproducibility · Open Science · Automated Logging · Python

1 Introduction

In the last decade, the research and development efforts in
Machine Learning and Data Science have increased signifi-
cantly. This can be seen in the number of new conferences,
research tracks, funding and trending searches related to
the domain. Another indication can be seen in the quan-
tity of yearly published machine learning papers and Deep
Learning models, as shown in Fig. 1 for arXiv.

This growth fosters breakthroughs and may deliver cut-
ting edge AI models that are performing efficiently in
many fields of applications. However, there are operational
difficulties to overcome when developing a hypothesis,
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conducting experiments and reporting on findings in many
domains of computer science. As shown by Pawlik et
al. for data reproducibility [1] and Risch et al. for web
science [2], best practices have to be developed to tackle
these challenges. This is especially true in special branches
of the data science field, like for example in Deep Learning.
While Deep Learning provides exceptional results, an in-
herent trade-off on understandability and robustness exists.
Non-obvious changes like the introduction of adversarial
examples may for example devolve classification results
rapidly [3].

Some of these difficulties can be traced back to gaps
in the current infrastructure for data scientists. These gaps
mainly manifest when Open Science aspects are to be ap-
plied to the machine learning domain. With the great quan-
tity of published machine learning research, a significant
number of publications are not meeting one or more of
the core scientific principles required for an Open Science
environment. The nature of machine learning itself repre-
sents a factor for missing compliance to these principles.
High data quantities as well as a high number of exper-
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Fig. 1 Statistics for Machine Learning Papers tagged as one of cs.cv,
cs.cl, cs.ai, cs.ne or stat.ml released on arXiv.com per year

imental parameters complicate persisting entire pipelines,
intermediate steps and results. The resulting systems tend
to be opaque and hard to debug. Results mostly are based
on correlation, while arguing about causation with plain
performance metrics is hard.

The idea of “reproducible research”, a term introduced
by Jon Claerbout in his paper on his experience creating
a reproducible research environment [4], gained support
in the majority of research communities ( [5, 6]). One of
the pressing issues in the scientific domain and related to
reproducible research is the reproducibility crisis. Repro-
ducibility crisis is when another researcher cannot repro-
duce the results from a piece of scientific literature. But
how widespread is this reproducibility crisis? How much
does it affect researchers? Taking a look at a survey done
by Nature magazine in 2016 called “1,500 scientists lift
the lid on reproducibility” we find that more than 70%
of researchers have tried and failed to reproduce another
scientist’sR experiments, and more than half have failed
to reproduce their own experiments. These telling figures
emerged from the survey’s brief online questionnaire on
reproducibility in research [7]. This means that researchers
sometimes are unable to even verify their own results. If the
authors themselves cannot reproduce the results, the same
task will be harder for others. This reproducibility crisis
has been the focal point of many studies such as [8–10]
or [11], justifying the shift to more openness of the sci-
entific community. In this context, Stodden [12] identified
a research compendium based on preceding works [13].
This compendium includes the used data, the experiment
code, and it’s results, the paper itself and auxiliary material
like interface and visualizations of the data. In summary,
three minimal requirements must be highlighted: Used in-
put data, a comprehensive paper describing the method and
results and the software itself have to be easily available.
Theoretically, additional high quantity of well-structured
metadata about experiments should facilitate reproducibil-

ity. To further ease the communication and exploration in
a scientific domain, a set of vital features was identified in
the last centuries and shown to be essential to react quickly
in times of crisis [14]. These properties were summarized
with the term Open science [15–17] and need to be imple-
mented in for the research domain suitable ways [18–20].
Open science encompasses practices like open access, open
data, open software, which encourage researchers to make
their data and source code and publications accessible and
available.

In a preceding analysis, the Open Science Process Model
for machine learning (OSPMML) [21] describes a non-ex-
haustive set of requirements for an open science ML re-
search environment. This consists of providing replicability,
reproducibility, understandability, comparability and com-
pleteness in the context of the scientific process. When nav-
igating the steps of preparation, implementation, execution
and distribution, multiple sub steps must be considered.
This is needed to not only enable repeating experiments,
but also allow for comparison, error analysis and repro-
ducing them in different settings, with different data and
environments. Part of these steps include the often-over-
looked details about software dependencies, used hardware
and drivers. Unfortunately, in the current situation logging
and managing this information requires extensive coding
effort, while the heterogeneous properties of used environ-
ments, libraries and versions hinder an easy reuse of exist-
ing solutions.

In this paper, we present an initial tool for an ecosystem
that helps fellow researchers in creating reproducible scien-
tific environment by mainly supporting the log production
and management process. While taking virtues of software
engineering into account, controlling executions and log-
ging the results, setups and environmental information are
to be made more accessible. PyPads1 is a tool which tries
to allow for automated tracking and logging of meta in-
formation about experiments in different abstraction levels
and degrees of fuzziness. This is to be achieved without
enforcing any conceptual paradigm to be followed by the
machine learning experiment and its data.

The article is structured as follows: The basics of PyPads
are discussed in Sect. 2 on the basis of a first mapping file
developed for a popular python machine learning library.
Sect. 3.1 discusses the concept of community driven map-
ping files and how we use them to offer automated and
unobtrusive logging utilities, while Sect. 3.2 describes log-
ger outputs and their schemas, an extension of an existing
ontology model, and an application of PyPads in a Kuber-
netes cluster. Other tools and approaches for reproducible
research are identified in Sect. 4 and shortly set into rela-
tion to PyPads. Sect. 5 gives an outlook of what PyPads

1 https://github.com/padre-lab-eu/pypads.
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aims to achieve and presents future plans for improving the
framework.

2 Logging Requirements and Code-Injection

In a heterogeneous environment of available machine learn-
ing tools, packages and libraries, experiment tracking can
be complex. This includes logging aggregated metrics, ex-
ecution parameters and reproducibility artifacts. Due to the
exploratory nature of machine learning experiments, set-
tings and conditions have to be known to be able to interpret
results and their origination process consistently. Therefore,
extensive logging is needed in order to compare the impact
of implementation details of libraries and custom code. This
logging has to be applicable in a lot of environments, inde-
pendent of dependencies of the experimental setup. Getting
an overview of the process is important in science, applica-
tion and learning supervision. Beginners as well as experts
can profit from being able to reflect on their last steps.

Another factor for understandability is the scope and
quality of logs. Generally, the more logs are available, the
more one can argue about the reasoning in the process.
To a lesser extent introducing logs with bad quality, i.e.
hardly interpret-able interim values, can clutter the output
and hinder the overview. The impact of this issue can be
reduced with further steps like structural analysis over the
logs themselves. Nevertheless, logging everything is sim-
ply not feasible. High quantities of data in practice force
data scientists to work with aggregated measures. For ex-
ample, a log of every weight change in a neural network
can be impractical. Especially if there are many iterations
of the training algorithm to be executed to find suitable
hyperparameter settings. Meanwhile, time and effort must
be managed conservatively due to a multitude of factors
like funding limits and the pressure to publish. In sum-
mary, a hands-on approach for logging is required in an
infrastructure allowing for verbosity configuration and easy
extension, while minimizing the configuration effort.

While algorithms might not change between every ver-
sion of machine learning libraries, small changes in the
architecture might already impact the experiment outcome
and automated logging capabilities. In general, a single sci-
entific pipeline is based on a lot of such components and
libraries, where a modification of a single part can have
a great impact. This is especially critical in sensitive setups,
which can already be impacted by small deviations in the
computational process resulting in non-determinism2 [22,
23] or random seeds [24]. Therefore, experimental setups
can be quite fragile. In these cases flexible, but structured,
logging needs to be implemented to understand why results

2 https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/notes/randomness.html.

are different in between runs. Logging must be possible
over a wide range of different environments, while provid-
ing well-defined formats and metadata about the experiment
and data itself. Properties for such an infrastructure include:

AdaptabilityDue to the high pace of progress in the field of
machine learning and frequent changes in existing libraries,
a logging infrastructure has to be able to cope with modi-
fications of the environment and dependencies. Additional
differing scopes and scales of experiments drive the need
for customizable abstraction levels in logging itself. In large
scale experiments, tracking every weight change of a neural
network for example is not feasible, while in other settings
one might want to consider it.
Extensibility To facilitate community driven logging and
integrate newly developed algorithms, the infrastructure has
to be easily extendable. In its base form, the infrastructure
should be framework-agnostic as far as possible.
Non-intrusiveness In day to day work, the effort for log-
ging must be reduced. This includes plumbing code needed
for managing logs themselves and to the experiment itself
interfacing log logic. In practice, ad-hoc experiments other-
wise often only log aggregated metrics. Logging logic itself
should be removed from the experiment as far as possible
to modularize it and to further reusability. This follows the
principles of aspect-oriented coding.
Robustness and Completeness The integration of logging
must be robust on a set of issues. In general, logging some-
thing, even if incomplete, is mostly better than logging
nothing. Nevertheless, defining tracking logic for every ver-
sion of every available library is a considerable task, which
can’t be solved easily. While community driven logging
may distribute the workload, as much of the existing se-
tups need to be made log-able to provide comparability and
value quickly. Generating value is essential to uphold the
incentive for community-based development. In this context
one must make do with available logging functionality even
if not developed for the specific combination of dependen-
cies, hardware, language version etc. This is error-prone and
results in a fuzziness of logged data. Logs can not always be
considered complete. The infrastructure additionally needs
defensively programmed logging modules to not impact the
experiment itself.
Quality Subsequently, log quality varies not only depend-
ing on which logging functionality was used, but also, on
which setup it was used. To allow for veracity assessment,
provenance must be ensured for every log. Furthermore, the
log functionality itself should provide schemata of expected
output to ease interpretation and facilitate error detection in
the logs themselves.

A possibility to extend experiment code with the needed
functionality, is to inject it into scripting languages on the
fly. Python as a dynamically typed language with live in-
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terpreted source code is predestined for such approaches.
The MLflow3 library (see Sect. 4) has shown that injection
in general can be considered a powerful means of extract-
ing meta information about experiments. To investigate the
limits and identify potential alternatives to hard coded in-
jections, we examined the evolution of the source code for
one of the vastly used machine learning libraries, Scikit-
learn4.

As a representative of a core library in academics and
practice, Scikit-learn provides a considerable number of 116
tagged versions on GitHub. Analyzing its 51 main releases
on code changes shows that library development is to be
considered non-linear. Old code might be added again or
refactored naming rolled back. The overlap of classes, func-
tions and variable assignments via full path can be seen in
Fig. 2. One of such rollbacks is represented by the changes
between versions 0.19.x and 0.20.x. Version 0.20.1 has
more similarities to the 0.19.x family of the library than its
chronologically closer related predecessor 0.20.0. A simi-
lar but less distinct effect can be observed between versions
0.13.x and version 0.14.1. Major versions tend to stay rather
stable in their structure, resulting in a block pattern in the
given heat-map. This allows for a robust live injection of
logging functionalities, while changes indicate that the need
for an update of the logging extension is more likely. Data
like this enable the selection of candidates clusters for re-
spective logging injection. Extending the analysis to include
levenshtein distance between versioned files on aligned ab-
stract syntax trees in a further step allow for tracking fine-
grained changes in the potential clusters.

3 PyPads: A community-Driven logging
infrastructure for ML

To overcome the challenges introduced by the evolution of
software libraries and make use of the identified phases of
code-stability, methods to inject logging code in a flexi-
ble non-intrusive way have to be found. Approaches like
hard coded logging extensions result in a multitude of log-
ging packages which must be chosen manually to suite the
current setup and requirements. Investing too much time
into logging is generally not accepted, therefore leading to
sparsely documented conclusions. The need for different
log levels, configurations and heterogeneous environments
calls for a management of the logging itself. We devel-
oped a small library to provide a first iteration of such
an infrastructure. PyPads’ main feature provides users with
automated, non-intrusive, community-driven, and semanti-
cally structured logging. The automated tracking is based

3 https://www.mlflow.org/docs/latest/tracking.html.
4 https://pypi.org/project/scikit-learn/.

Fig. 2 Heatmap of Shared Function and Class references from version
0.9 to 0.24.dev0 of Scikit-learn

on a wrapping mechanism/system that can also be referred
to as a duck-punching system for providing hooks into the
libraries used by the tracked experiment.

In dynamic programming languages like python, a com-
mon method for modifying or extending code is duck-
punching, which is also known as monkey-patching [25].
The general concept does not restrict how underlying meth-
ods, classes attributes or functions are modified. They can
add additional logic or in the case of dynamically typed
languages even completely change up signatures. Patches
are applied on memory only and don’t have to be included
in the source code. To secure the requirements qualities of
Open Science, the configurations and logging infrastruc-
ture itself has to be made available in a structured manner.
PyPads employs versioned mapping files to define, which
functions need to be patched on the libraries. It introduces
the tracking functionality using dynamically configurable
loggers and injects the entry points for them when import-
ing the libraries, omitting the need for manual activation.
An abstract depiction of the architecture of PyPads can be
found in Fig. 3.

When wrapping functions, PyPads uses a similar struc-
ture as the alias_method_chain or prepend of Rails5, while
preserving the original functionality of libraries. Extending
the importlib and therefore modifying the outcome of the
dynamic loading process of python, allows for a modular
extension of user-imported objects.

5 https://littlelines.com/blog/2018/01/31/replace-alias-method-chain.
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Fig. 3 Composition of PyPads [26]

Extending Python’s Importlib PyPads’s duck punch-
ing consists of modifying the import process of modules,
classes, and functions by wrapping them if they are ref-
erenced in PyPads’ algorithm mappings. Algorithm map-
pings are items in the mapping registry6. This is done by
adding the above-mentioned custom import logic to the
python importlib extension. Depending on the type of the
imported object, PyPads takes the object, the context defin-
ing it and the matched mapping found in the mapping file
and feeds it into the suitable wrapper to inject with logging
functionalities.

3.1 Mapping Files

’YAML’ based mapping files are a structured and human-
readable medium for linking loggers with code (via hooks),
including extra metadata and domain concepts.

Similar to classic XML mapping files in the software en-
gineering domain, these files can be considered as a struc-
tural configuration including descriptive metadata [27]. The
decoupled nature of mapping files makes them easily shared
and extended-on by users, hence their community-driven
aspect.

Static monkey-patching, like i.e. the MLflow auto-log-
ging functionality, can become obsolete due to constant
changes and updates in a library’s code life cycle. Versioned
mapping files circumvent this problem since it makes mon-
key-patching dynamic in the sense of specifying the path
of module, class, or function to patch within a single adapt-
able file. Application of the duck punching itself can be
decided on import time, taking environmental data as well
as metadata of the mappings into account. A mapping en-

6 A collection of hash maps created by compiling all the available
mapping files with corresponding packages’ names as keys.

try represents the object that we wish to inject with logging
functionalities. Each entry consists of three parts: a relative
path to the object in the library, a set of hooks that maps
to the corresponding loggers defined as events, and a data
field for all the additional metadata and domain concepts.
PyPads also allows for the use of regular expressions (or
Regex) for the object’s relative path, which offers a degree
of flexibility to the mapping file that makes it resistant to
minor and major re-factors in the source code of a library.
Listing 4 shows an example of how a mapping file is struc-
tured. Each mapping file would contain a list of mappings.

In the current iteration of PyPads, the system attempts to
execute loggers for every found valid mapping, regardless
if the mapping file was directly compiled for the installed
version of the target library. In case the logging process
fails due to a version mismatch between the logger and
library implementation, the system falls back to the original
function call. In these cases, a log failure flag is included
in the Logger-call objects, which are stored themselves for

Fig. 4 Shortened example of a minimal YAML mapping file for the
Scikit-learn library
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a

c

a

Fig. 5 Distribution of execution times of the import statement, metric
function f1-score, and CoverTypes loading function fetch_covtype in
sub-figures (a), (b), and (c) respectively. a On import of scikit-learn. b
On f1-score execution. c On dataset loading (fetch_covtype function)
for a size of 1000.0.17%/ and 100 000.17%/ samples

data provenance reasons. This allows for a more fuzzy, but
traceable way of meta information storage.

3.1.1 Performance Impact

To show the performance impact introduced by PyPads
both on import and on execution level of patched objects
(or more specifically patched functions), we ran a minimal
example script 10 times when we imported all modules
of sklearn, load the CoverType dataset7, fit a decision tree
classifier and compute the f1-score on the predicted labels.
An empty dummy Logger is defined to highlight the in-
troduced constant overhead, it was used for duck-punching
any matched mapping for the library metrics i.e, f1_score
(with hook:“pypads_metric”).

Additionally, loggers could also introduce an over-
head that scales with the size of the experiment, i.e, the
size of the dataset. Therefore, we defined a custom log-
ger that trains a Random Forest Regressor and logs the
feature importance weights when loading the data (with
hook:“pypads_dataset”).

Fig. 5a shows that the overhead in execution time when
using PyPads’ Importlib extension is around 1200ms on
average, which is not of much significance given the size
of the mapping file with over 20k lines. The Importlib ex-
tension overhead mostly depends on the number and size of

7 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/datasets/real_world.html#forest-
covertypes.

Fig. 6 Compatibility of a mapping file across 20 different releases of
Scikit-learn

mapping files used during the lookup, as well as the number
of imported objects. Fig. 5b highlights the overhead intro-
duced by the monkey-patching and execution of our dummy
logger for the metric function f1-score. There is no signifi-
cant performance impact (� 100ms on average) introduced
when executing the patched f1-score function. The other
kind of introduced overhead can be seen in Fig. 5c, where
our custom logger was executed when loading 0.17%, and
17% of the Covertype dataset (1000 and 100000 samples
respectively). Fig. 5c simply shows an example of the po-
tential scaling of overhead in execution time when using
loggers that deals with input data.

3.1.2 Compatibility and Log-Coverage

Similarly to the study in Sect. 2 where we looked into the
changes in the source code across the life cycle of a li-
brary i.e, the Scikit-learn library, we wanted to show the
compatibility of our current mapping file created for Scikit-
learn (version 0.21.3) by comparing the number of matched
mappings, monkey-patches, and imported objects when im-
porting all modules. Fig. 6 shows the values for 20 differ-
ent releases of the library from 0.19.0 to 0.24.2. It can be
observed that matched mappings are stable across all ver-
sions, except for the transition from 0.21.3 to 0.22.0. The
decrease in the number of matched mappings and duck-
punched functions is also seen in the heatmap of Fig. 2.
The overlap in shared functions, classes dropped drastically
from above 90% to below 45%. This is most likely related
to a major change in the naming scheme of classes and
functions. Looking into it, the reason behind this change
can be linked to the clear definition of private and public
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APIs which was introduced in the 0.22 milestone8 of the
library’s life cycle.

3.2 Output and Formats

Every logger defined in PyPads needs to adhere to a basic
interface enforcing provenance and structure information.
Loggers have to define JSON-Schema compatible output
model for their produced logs, while also defining a set
of meta-information about themselves. The content of the
logs can furthermore be grouped in different tracked ob-
ject classes and arbitrary metadata. In the logging context,
loggers have access to the mapping files and their corre-
sponding mappings relevant for the current execution. This
information is summarized with run-time statistics and ad-
ditional metadata provided by the mapping itself, as well
as programmatic logic of the logger into the log. Listing 7
depicts the reduced output schema of a feature importance
extraction logger.

The output of loggers is intended to be integrated into an
ontology. For this purpose, the PyPads extension PyPads-
Onto was developed. As base ontology for the conversion,
ML-Schema [28] was chosen due to its easy structure and
focus on machine learning structures. PyPads-Onto extends
ML-Schema Ontology from its initial 21 Classes to 211
Classes including relations to SUMO and additional details
like logger, libraries and their meta-information as objects
themselves. Parts of the extensions to ML-Schema can be
seen in Fig. 8.

To enable the mapping of output logs into ontologies,
two main procedures can be conducted. Either logs have to
be transcribed into RDF on the fly or, after their storage
as JSON, via a cronjob. The second approach is to be con-
sidered less detailed than the first due to the converter not
having access to the full context information anymore. Only
the logged metadata itself can be used for the conversion,
instead of analyzing the environment of the live system. To
control and enrich available metadata mapping files can be
used, adding information like RDF types on hooks. We ex-
pect this enriching information to represent most of a full-
fledged mapping file, due to the compressed syntax of the
mappings themselves. A current version of sklearn mapping
consists of 95.89% semantic context mappings [26].

This mapping data can not only be used to embed the
produced logs into the correct ontological environment but
could in further steps also be used to supplement a mining-
based mapping approach. The injection infrastructure may
be able to analyze the executed code base on the fly to
identify suitable mapping candidates.

Currently, PyPads finds application in a small scale
setup, delivering computation containers as a service. Stu-

8 https://github.com/scikit-learn/scikit-learn/issues/9250.

Fig. 7 Logger output schema without require and definitions

dents and data scientist get access to computation containers
in a Kubernetes9 cluster via a JupyterHub10 deployment.
Logs are written with Kubernetes native logging systems to
an Elasticsearch backend. The data flow diagram in Fig. 9
gives an insight into the communication process. Logs are
gathered in the cluster via custom fluentd filters in sidecar
containers. References to artifacts like pickled models are
identified by a fluentd filter calling an upload script to store
the binary data in corresponding s3 buckets. A trial run to
transfer logs into the ontology was conducted. In further
steps, it has to be revisited if the benefits of RDF storage
out-weight the significant overhead registered on the live
data.

4 RelatedWork

Due to the increased interest on structuring ML research
and ensuring its openness, a set of frameworks were de-
veloped and released. The goal was to provide necessary
features to secure an open, shareable and reproducible en-
vironment for ML research experiments. In the following
section, a selection of tools that focuses on managing, track-
ing and deploying re-usable machine learning workflows
are described.

9 https://kubernetes.io.
10 https://jupyter.org/hub.
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Fig. 8 Excerpt of the in PyPads-Onto used 221 Classes. Blue is the PyPads namespace, orange SUMO, green Expo and grey ML-Schema

Fig. 9 Dataflow of pypads in the
kubernetes cluster

MLflow [29] is a well-known platform for the machine
learning life cycle by Databricks. The open source platform
aims to manage the end-to-end machine learning life cycle.
Its main function is to track experiments for recording and
comparing results, packaging the machine learning code in
a reusable and reproducible form and managing deployable
models from a variety of model serving and inference plat-
forms. MLflow’s key principle is an open interface design,
where data scientists and engineers can bring their own
training code, metrics, and inference logic while benefit-
ing from a structured development process [30]. However,
since MLflow does not enforce standardized structure on
the written logs, it becomes hard to understand and make

use of an experiment’s logs in some cases. Logging with
MLflow is mainly done manually by adding additional lines
into the existing code base, which could present an unnec-
essary overhead for researchers. While their auto-logging
feature aims to solve this problem, it is based on static mon-
key-patching and will require constant updates in case of
huge revisions and reworks in the source code of the target
library.

Sacred [31] is an open source project which allows for
annotation and tracking of experiments. Sacred facilitates
easy configuration of experiments and uses annotations
as a way to offer non-intrusive logging, from which Py-
Pads takes inspiration to remedy the limitations presented
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by MLflow. Similarly, Weights and Biases [32] provides
experiment tracking and dataset versioning via manual
code integration. PyPads improves on MLflow by enforc-
ing a schema model for each produced logs to guarantee
a defined structure for every logger. This helps standardize
logs and makes them easily shareable among scientists.
It also extends upon MLflow’s auto-logging feature by
using mapping files to dynamically match and inject target
functions with the corresponding loggers based on defined
hooks. Hence, the introduction of dynamic monkey-patch-
ing. The latter reduces efforts in manual code configuration
and annotation required by Sacred [31] and Weights and
Biases [32].

Reusable Analysis(REANA) [33], Data Version
Control(DVC) [34], OpenML [35], Sumatra [36], and
Kubeflow [37] to add a few more to a non-exhaustive list
of tools and frameworks that were developed to help with
the tracking of the research workflow by providing ways to
ease logging for developers.

5 Conclusion

The paper presents the workings of a prototypical logging
framework for machine learning, making use of dynamic
code injection, community driven mappings and cluster na-
tive logging applications. With an ontology and resource
description framework export, we hope to facilitate seman-
tic harmonization between libraries and further the under-
standability of experiment outcomes. The paper presets key
concepts and features of PyPads, while shining the light on
needed extensions, i.e, PyPads-Onto. The modular nature of
the stack and the code-less tracking capabilities aim to facil-
itate an ecosystem sustained by community efforts. Exist-
ing Loggers support the automated bookkeeping of the used
hardware, parameter set, metrics and setups of mapped li-
braries. To show the capabilities for not only providing log-
ging but also supporting the development of experiments,
PyPads implements a simple TensorFlow determinism war-
ning validator.

On top of existing state-of-the-art tools, PyPads intro-
duces a novel approach of non-intrusive logging using map-
ping files that ensure the flexibility and extensibility of
our autologging functionality and offer a community-driven
support for the evolving ML algorithms and frameworks.
Moreover, PyPads provides end-to-end provenance history
of every log by enforcing a JSON schema model on the pro-
ducing logger, which also defines metadata about the logger
itself that can be packaged and referenced with a version-
ing system i.e, Git. The last main contribution of PyPads
consists of extending ML-Schema Ontology with logs en-
riched with a semantic context that can be added via the
aforementioned mapping files.

Future versions of PyPads aim to incorporate additional
tools to secure replicability of experimental runs. One such
venture could be built on the logger employing strace to
track process calls similarly to ReproZip [38], CARE [39],
PTU [40], Sumatra [36], and CDE [41] or by directly us-
ing these tools. These environment capturing tools “solve”
replicability by persisting all libraries and data files ac-
cessed in a run on the operating system layer. A current im-
plementation for reproducibility semi-automatically com-
piles the experiment code into a docker image. While Py-
Pads can currently use the hooks to define a simple call
graph, more sophisticated approaches could be introduced
by extending the PyPads stack with tools such as Prove-
nanceCurious [42] or noWorkflow [43], which apply tracing
routines and code inspection to include additional data flow
information on source code basis. A taxonomic overview
of tracing tools [44] may in the future allow for a struc-
tured tracing with differing granularity depending on the
use case.
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